The Green Mobile Health Education Kitchen (GMHEK) Receives SF Foundation Grant
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Tenderloin SRO Intervention Specialists Receive Grant!
San Francisco, CA

On November 16, 2017 From the Garden to the Table, a healthy eating, green lifestyle, and culture enhancement program, received a grant from the San Francisco Foundation in partnership with California Pacific Medical Center to provide targeted intervention to Single Room Occupancy Hotels (SRO) in the San Francisco Tenderloin. The grant was facilitated by the San Francisco Department of Public Health to support health, safety, and environmental programs for residents in the Tenderloin and the Sixth Street Corridor.

The grant allows the Green Mobile Health Education Kitchen (GMHEK) team to continue providing healthy food and cooking alternatives to the Tenderloin SRO community in concert with San Francisco Recovery Theatre's proprietary social delivery method along with monthly classes and events. A portion of the grant is designated for From the Garden to the Table to build the first all "green" SRO community kitchen in the Tenderloin.

GMHEK is asking the Tenderloin community and the San Francisco public to support this very special health intervention. Please see the Go Fund Me page to learn more and donate to this needed project: https://www.gofundme.com/camelot-sro-green-kitchen-space

GMHEK is the implementation program of From the Garden to the Table (501c3) and San Francisco Recovery Theatre. Story covered by TLTv Community Access News Service
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